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Release 2003 – A few issues came up in the testing done last week by staff from some
libraries.  There are still some acquisitions issues.  The ability to suspend holds for patrons
who go on vacation should be in the next release.

UPL noticed that when a lost item is returned, it leaves the processing fee on the patron's
record.  Kristen thinks this is a property setting that we can fix.  When a lost item is returned,
an alert message pops up, and the item must be wanded twice to really discharge it.

In cataloging, there are public notes and circ notes.  Public notes show up in iBistro and in
Workflows.  We aren't sure yet what the circ notes do, or where they show.

There is a new wizard to suspend a user.  This bars a patron for a specific amount of time for
any of the bill reasons (overdue, miscellaneous, damaged, etc.).  There is no way to override
the suspension, or to cancel it.  We will password protect this wizard.  SCS asked if
suspended patrons could place holds.  Kristen discovered that suspended patrons could
place holds.

The receive order wizard throws you out after wanding one title.  

Acquisitions will have a selection list.  Staff can put titles on the selection list and the order
person can order directly from this list.  It isn't quite working properly yet.

There is a new wizard to do blanket holds.  This allows staff to place a number of holds for
one user on several title records.  It doesn't work right yet.

If an item is set to lost, the patron is billed and the item is still checked out to the user.  If you
go into the user record, you cannot see this item unless you go in to the inactive charges.
This probably means that a patron cannot see this item on their record in iBistro.

The upgrade will be done Thursday night.  Workflows will need to be upgraded, using the
same procedures we've used in the past.

CHE pointed out that the new lost book feature will confuse their collection list.  Since
returned items have the fines canceled, they will owe a fee to their collection agency despite
not having collected any fines.  The need to double discharge lost items should help prevent
this.

DVD cataloging reminder – The correct string to put in the 245 field of DVDs is [(DVD)
_videorecording], where the '_' is actually a blank space.  Please do not use [videorecording
(DVD)] or [(DVD)videorecording] or any other permutation.

Hyperion – FRA, CLL, MPL, LEN, EPL, LWM and UPL are interested in starting to use
Hyperion, although some libraries need to wait until January 2004.  There will be some
changes in 2003 in how records are entered.  The ability to use templates should be
available.



Next Monday, there will be a Hyperion Users' Day at MCL.  The press will be invited.

Round Robin – MCL asked what kinds of labeling software libraries are using for printing
spine labels.  Typewriters seem to be the most common.  One library uses a template in
Word Perfect.  A couple of libraries use templates in Word.  

There is a report in Unicorn to format spine labels.  It is supposed to change quite a bit with
either 2003 or 2004.  SLC staff will look at it after the upgrade.

RSV asked if there was a good alternative to Avery labels for spine labels.  LEN is using
another vendor.

SHL asked if we will get X12 ordering with the upgrade.  We hope so.  

SCS will be closed Thursday and Friday for an HVAC system upgrade.

SCS still has a lot of items out on excessive staff renewals.  They have called twice.  Their
next step will be to bill staff who have these items.

SCS is having problems with patrons who have taken out SCS items from another library
complaining about SCS's fines.  They ask that staff at other libraries not encourage patrons
to think that SCS fines are excessive, unreasonable, or unfair.

TPL says that the links on the www.libcoop.net/members.html page to iBistro are broken.
SLC staff will investigate.

RSV asked if we could get rid of the favorites on the web pages.  The new release completely
changes both the looks of iBistro and how it is set up.  It will hopefully be easier to make
changes to iBistro, and this will be one of the things SLC staff looks at changing.

Calls from SLC staff – When the system has to be taken down quickly, SLC staff tries to call
all the libraries so they know what will happen.  This is in addition to sending out a fax, since
not all the faxes will go out before the system has to go down.  This means that one or two
SLC staff are trying to call 22 libraries in 5 to 15 minutes.

We prefer to speak with whoever answers the phone.  We ask that you request that your staff
take a message and forward it to other staff, rather than transferring the call. 

Next meeting – Due to Election Day and Veterans' Day, the next meeting will be Tuesday,
November 18, 9:30 am at MCL.


